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Autozkin started as a business that specialises

Moving forward, and embracing our corporate

in the innovative solution of paint and windshield

theme for 2015, Celebrating Venture, Autozkin

protection of luxury-brand cars and superbikes.

will lead innovation and expansion of our product

Since 2010, we have held firm to our core belief and

range and venture into commercial transportation

value that our customers’ safety and protection

and contemporary lifestyle markets.

should always be our first priority. For this reason,
we have not compromised on product quality and

We will continue to build lasting relationship

standards, and will continue this rigorous practice

with our customers and stakeholders. We are

of upholding the highest standard in the industry.

confident our brand will always occupy a space
in the hearts of our customers and stakeholders

Today, Autozkin is enjoying recognition for its top

as the Most Trusted Brand, and uphold a firm

quality products and excellent service in Asia and

position in the global arena with a competitive

other parts of Europe. Autozkin’s passion and

edge as an “Automotive Film Protection Expert”

commitment to quality protection of customers’

and a “Lifestyle Product Protection Specialist”.

assets has led to its expansion into non-automotive
2

markets as well.
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CEO’S
MESSAGE

2015 Celebrating Venture

Since operating in this industry for a number of years

Autozkin’s team of staff and employees must begin

now, we have always pushed for and ensured our

to lever up and align our understanding at what

In 23 September 2014, we celebrated four fruitful

protection films to be of top quality and INTERTEK

we, individually and collectively, can be, can do,

years of Autozkin business operation by starting,

certified. This way, everyone who deals with us will

and can achieve together. As a staff of Autozkin,

from our 5th year, a fresh journey of business venture

have confidence and assurance in our brand and

we need to rise up to the responsibility assigned

and expansion into the global arena. Over the past

promise. Our dealers need to understand what it

to our roles and functions, and each must begin to

4 years, Autozkin has done well and has become

means for Autozkin to be known and operating as

play a part as an active contributor of this company.

the brand of choice in the automotive aftermarket in

a “World-Leader” and a “Standard-Setter” in our

Staff with good ideas to progress the company

Thailand. Today, we are ready for a new venture. We

industry. There are desirable brand behaviours

and its operations should be encouraged, and

are well on the way to make our brand known in Asia

we need to consciously practice on the ground

team sharing and dialogues should be held to pool

and the rest of the world.

as partners, colleagues and staff of Autozkin. In

ideas together and efforts be supported to make

the years ahead, we will continue our efforts to

things happen. Positive and good role models at

The times ahead will see rapid changes in diversified

grow and educate dealers, staff and installers.

any level of operations ought to be highlighted, and

trends of globalisation and consumers’ behaviours.

Our specialised training programmes need to be

both individual and team efforts that have made

We are seeing more of a new generation of consumers

rigorous so that dealers, staff and installers are

significant contribution and value-added to the

that seeks more than just great products. While we

ready to meet the highest standards of the industry.

company should be recognised and be rewarded.

that guides our business conduct in the procurement,

Internally, what does this mean for Autozkin in this

In the coming two years, we will seek to strengthen

supply and distribution of only top quality products,

new lap of our journey? To everyone at Autozkin,

and stablise our internal management and human

Autozkin is also determined to offer the best user

this will mean our willingness and full commitment

resource capabilities, and at the same time focus

experience by ensuring customer satisfaction through

to connect with consumers of all nationalities,

on growing our business by expanding Autozkin

fully committed and carefully customised services.

genders and ages via multiple physical, social

product range and offerings, and recruiting and

and media platforms, seize and create new

training a new pool of dealers and installers

opportunities for ourselves in industrial and

worldwide. By tightening our company’s internal

lifestyle markets of this new era, and embrace a

and

sense of excitement and a mindset of optimism

and operational systems and processes, whilst

at what’s ahead of us. We need to strengthen

investing in, developing and mobilising talents

our financial base by adopting cost-effective

in our midst, I am certain of the success of our

operational strategies and means, yet at the same

business as a flourishing global enterprise in Asia

time, invest in building and developing human

and parts of Europe in the near future.

stay and keep true to our foundational philosophy

external

strategic

thrusts,

management

capacities and resources, particularly focusing on
empowering and supporting our partners, dealers,
colleagues and staff through various levels of
structured professional training programmes and
mentoring initiatives.
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Phasuphong Leenutaphong
Founder and CEO
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ABOUT
THE COMPANY
Since its founding in Thailand in 2010, Autozkin Co., Ltd has become the country’s
leading importer and stockist of the highest quality clear urethane layer film. Today,
Autozkin not just distributes and supplies the best quality protection film to dealers
of the automotive aftermarket in several countries in Asia, Autozkin is also a major
supplier of IT gadgets, smartphones, tablets and laptops screen and body protection

Basic Corporate Data

film to Advanced Info Service PLC (AIS), Thailand’s largest mobile phone operator
company. From 2014, Autozkin has become Thailand’s first company to be recognised
by Thaisri Insurance (Zurich Group) for its best quality protection film and is now

Company Name:

Autozkin Co., Ltd

Founded:

23 September 2010

Headquarters Operation Address:

294 Raminthra 14 Road, Tharang Bangkhaen, Bangkok 10230

Business Operation Venue:

Fully owned 5 stories with total built-up space of 7000 sqft,
comprising of a basement parking and vehicle reception area,
a large vehicle transportation lift to a fully equipped 1200 sqft
Installation Centre upstairs, a 350 sqft meeting room, a 500 sqft
IT gadget film production room. Other areas are allocated for
storage, and functional offices for Administration, Finance, HR
and Marketing, small classrooms for technical training, a guest
waiting area and a reception area.

profile flagship in both automotive aftermarket and lifestyle product protection

Employees at This Location:

15 (not including consulting staff teams in Singapore)

industry and become one of the Top Asia Brand Distributor and Supplier with a high

Consulting Teams:

Autovox Pte Ltd (Singapore) & Great Work Pte Ltd (Singapore)

Market Share:

To date, approximately 80% of the market share in Thailand

Number of Vehicles Serviced:

Average of 500 cars and 200 bikes per year since year 2010

Number of IT Gadgets Serviced:

300,000 smartphones, tablets and laptops since year 2014

offering the world’s first insurance coverage for mobile phone screen protection film.
In 2014, Autozkin has begun the world’s first-of-its-kind unique and highly exclusive
Flying Installation Service in Spain and other parts of the world. Although Autozkin has
only been operating in the automotive aftermarket and lifestyle protection markets for
a few years, it has already been recognised by customers and gained its reputation
as the Best Automotive Film Protection Expert and Product Protection Specialist, and
by far, the Most Trusted Service Provider of innovative and effective paint and surface
protection solutions in automotive aftermarket and lifestyle markets.
It is Autozkin’s long-term aspiration and intention to turn the enterprise into a high-

market share in the competitive and ever-changing global landscape.

Head Office Personnel
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Mr. Phasuphong Leenutaphong
Chief Executive Officer
Product Development

Ms. Rattana Niyomwan
Senior Manager
Marketing & Brand Management

Mrs. Onanong Jeamskulthip
Chief Operating Officer
Management & Internal
Operation

Mr. Peanchai Kongsiang
Senior Manager
Master Trainer
Technical Development
& Training

Autovox Pte Ltd,
Singapore
Consulting Team
Global Network
Great Work Pte Ltd,
Singapore
Consulting Team
Creatives & Graphic Design
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CORPORATE
PHILOSOPHY

LATEST COMPANY
NEWS AND BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

Mission Statement

• Coming Up - Autozkin Automotive Detailing Products
• Venture Into Contemporary Lifestyle Markets
• The World’s Best and Most Comprehensive Dealers’ Support

To be one of Asia’s great businesses, and a World Leader and Standard-Setter in
the Automotive Aftermarket and Product Protection Industry through superior product
quality, skilled expertise, exceptional customer service, creative innovation, and a
philosophy of making a difference.

• Education and Training - The Right Way Up
• Newly Integrated Internationalised Website and Social Network

We set out to make our visions and aspirations a reality for everyone who believes in
and deals with our brand by:
•
•

Developing and delivering increasing portfolios of innovative, contemporary and 		
better automotive and lifestyle product protection solutions.
Catering to the needs and tastes of customers globally, enabling full product
enjoyment.
Optimising customers’ satisfaction and experience through fully committed and
carefully customised services.
Empowering and supporting dealers, partners and staff through our distinct
business and training model, and inspiring people to succeed in what they do.
Offering the most competitive price for our brand.

Coming Up - Autozkin Automotive Detailing Products
Autozkin has the right formula to success. Not only

the vehicle such as leathers and other fabrics to

does the company deals with the best quality film

plastics and chrome surfaces, to products that

product in the world, we have the best installers

preserves the sheen and luster of the exterior of

and trainers in this industry. Customers love our

vehicles, over any brands of PPF and WPF, and

products and services, and over the years, we

types of plastic, metallic or chrome surfaces,

Our other objectives are:

have had good reviews and testimonies from both

Autozkin hopes to offer a diversified portfolio

•

Maximise long-term profits by focusing on plans for innovation and expansion.

corporate clients and personal customers.

of innovative and holistic auto detailing care

•

Reduce cost of operations, so as to offer the most competitive price for our brand.

•

Develop our company as a responsible corporate entity through CSR programmes.

•
•
•

products to dealers, distributors and consumers
Sometimes, customers may think that after they
have their cars or superbikes installed with a
good PPF, that is enough and there is nothing

Shared Values

else to do to maintain the showroom condition
of their assets. People who understand holistic

This is the collective set of beliefs and principles we uphold. Our 5 value statements
serve as a compass for our actions, and describe and define our behaviours with and
among one another in business affairs, life and the world.

approaches to upkeep showroom condition of
their cars or superbikes will know that their assets

world-wide.

“Let’s offer our customers the
ultimate one-stop service for

”

automotive aftermarket care
Mr Phasuphong Leenutaphong, CEO

need regular cleaning, polishing and maintaining.
After customers have their beautiful cars or
superbikes installed with Autozkin PPF and
WPF series, Autozkin is able to take its service
one step further by offering customers great
detailing products and solutions that enhance the

Integrity & Sincerity
Be honest, do the right thing. Be
truthful in what we offer, say & do.

Excellence & Quality
We always give our best efforts
to strive for optimum outcome.

Safety & Care
With an eye for details, we handle things with
meticulous care. We emphasise on safety.
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Trust & Collaboration
Build & foster relationships
that create synergistic effect.

Leadership & Passion
Possess a world view, being responsive to change,
lead by example, work with passion, envisage &
contribute to a better future.

protection and shine of their assets with amazing
results.
Producing

Autozkin’s

very

own

top

notch

automotive care products is next on the pipe line
in Autozkin’s business development plans after
2015. From products that protect the interior of
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LATEST COMPANY
NEWS AND BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

LATEST COMPANY
NEWS AND BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

The World’s Best and Most Comprehensive Dealers’ Support

Venture Into Contemporary Lifestyle Markets
As consumers’ interest in protecting their beloved

Autozkin protective films for IT gadgets are created

Autozkin fully acknowledges the success of our

efficient and effective internal and external

lifestyle products grow, since 2011, Autozkin had

from thermoplastic polyurethane developed for

enterprise is directly tied to the success of our

operations.

begun to explore additional product offerings to

use on the world’s most expensive supercars.

dealers and business partners. Autozkin’s senior

secure the interest of consumers in the IT gadget

When consumers use Autozkin’s Ultimer-Z film

management consultancy team comprises of

Part of the mentoring process will guide new start-

lifestyle market.

protection product series for their IT gadgets,

experienced businessmen. As industry leaders

ups to develop and finetune workable systems in

they are truly quaranteed the “Best” quality claim

and mentors, they have extensive knowledge,

procurement, sales, services, logistics, etc. Other

that are industrially proven and tested.

experience and wisdom to impart.

business requirements to learn will include how

Autozkin recognises that a large number of

to develop sound financial practices, and set up

consumers may not have the capacity to be
selective in their purchases of the right protective

In the past few years, Autozkin protective films

Potential new and young dealers will have

formal control and evaluation process to inform,

films for their IT gadgets based on ‘quality’

were only made available in exclusive stores such

the support they need right from the start of

examine and evaluate company’s performance,

claims. This is because there is an oversaturation

as iStudio, iBeat and Life mostly in Thailand. Soon,

conceptualising

as well as monitor and evaluate staff training,

of offerings in the market. So-called ‘screen

Autozkin endeavours to make easily accessible

business support structure and mentoring initiative

protectors’, ‘screen guards’ and ‘stickers’ that

to consumers everywhere in the world, through

will take a new or an aspiring business person

come with varying patterns and images have

online and retail stores, our IT gadgets’ screen

through these areas of business development:

blurred the lines between the offering of ‘a

and body protection films of the highest quality in

cheaper option’ or ‘aesthetic’ products versus

the market at the most affordable pricing.

products of true and tested ‘quality’ claims in
their advertising.
Not many consumers have known or experienced
the impact of a true promise of what it means to

Expect the unexpected.
Great things do come in
small packages!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a

business.

Autozkin’s

new

Set up business site
On-the-job training up to 6 months
Management & strategic planning
Internal & external operations
Procurement
Packaging
Logistics
Financial systems & audit processes
Standards, controls & evaluation

“Establishing a strong foundation is important in
any business venture,” says CEO, Mr Phasuphong
Leenutaphong, “A person may or may not have
the means to invest in long-term infrastructure,
equipment or facilities on a large scale from the
start. But if people learn to put up rigorous systems
and processes in place, even when the business
is small to begin with, and get the right people on
board, small business that does things right will

receive a product or service of ‘superior quality’.
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service and performance.

Brands that promote the claims of ‘quality’ all

New dealers will understand what it takes to set

always get to taste the fruit of good success later

state similar brand attributes such as ‘anti-

up a business site and learn how to develop a

on. Never underestimate small beginnings.”

scratch’, ‘easy glide’, ‘high durability’ and even

reasonable management and strategic plan for

‘self-healing’, whether or not these films actually

their businesses. With proper mentoring and

do exhibit these capabilities.

coaching, new dealers without any business
experience can develop ways to ensure sound,

We do more than business.
We develop and inspire
others to succeed with us.
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LATEST COMPANY
NEWS AND BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

LATEST COMPANY
NEWS AND BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

Education and Training - The Right Way Up

Newly Integrated Internationalised Website and Social Network

Autozkin is not shy to boost it has the world’s

industry. Our industry cannot be about making a

Since early 2014, Autozkin developed a set of

access to videos and images covering different

best master trainers and installers in this industry.

quick buck from selling films and doing installation

plans to revamp our corporate website and

areas of topics and content, states openly our

Autozkin has always been proud of its staff,

work. While ensuring we provide the best quality

implement social networking, including blogs,

company’s role and business agenda, and

and in the past few years, has showcased their

films to the consumers and the market, we want

Twitter, Linkedin, Facebook, Instagram, etc., and

highlights our methods to help new dealers

capabilities and specialised hand-craft cutting

credibility in what we do among our colleagues,

to increase website search engine optimisation.

succeed in the film protection business. A full

skills in relevant major world events. Our installers

consumers and the public at large. We want to

Our new website at http://www.autozkin.com has

integration of current knowledge and resources

have also gained recognition in this industry, and

ensure our technical team work according to the

a clean and modern look, and is user-friendly and

via our online system will facilitate business agility,

have been approached by royalties and VIPs to

highest standards of the industry.”

easy to navigate.

ensure better dealership support, and enhance

perform installation on their valued supercars.
In the next few years, Autozkin will set concrete

We believe that providing useful resources for both

In mid 2014, Autozkin’s Global Network and Brand

plans in place to develop its own holistic training

consumers and dealers is important. Consumers

Development consulting teams have identified a

curriculum and accreditation programme that

all around the world tend to hit the online portals,

need to increase its pool of skilled and talented

can be delivered via both online and experiential

compare and check on products and services,

installers and trainers in order to support new

hands-on training modes. In the long-term, as

read and gain more knowledge about what they

dealers that are operating in other countries and

part of its CSR efforts, Autozkin desires to open

wish to purchase before making one.

regions. One way Autozkin could better support

up and offer job opportunities to many in Asia.

new dealers is to second a couple of highly skilled

Making the Cut Above
the Rest.

installers who are also equipped to teach and
train others, particularly in the first 6 months or
more of a new business start-up. This way, the
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operational efficiency and effectiveness.

Taking the extra mile with
you…ONLINE!

Dealers will greatly benefit from the complete
posted product and service information and tap
on the marketing resources made available by

Mr Leenutaphong also added, “I believe in order

Autozkin’s Head Office for their own marketing

seconded installers could service the technical

to keep young talents in this industry for the long

needs. The web system enables deep customer

work while at the same time train local installers

haul, it is important that Autozkin first set an

engagement through different forms of social

for each new dealer. During the training period,

example to move the industry to the next level

network, which will allow Autozkin’s dealers to

dealers and staff get to enjoy returns and income

by demonstrating a spirit of honour and integrity

stay in-tune to customers’ opinions and better

as well.

in our daily practices on the ground. Installation

understand the real and most current needs of

skills and knowing how to work the tools can

consumers worldwide.

Our CEO, Mr Leenutaphong, puts it this way,

be picked up from any training programme, but

“The right training will help someone get on the

a sound mindset must be cultivated in the right

Our new website provides good information and

right path and start with the right mindset in this

business environment.”

facts about our products and services, gives
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OUR
GLOBAL REACH

Respond To
A Higher Call.
Grow With
Our Strong
Global
Network.
Succeed
Together Like
Never Before.
Build A Better
World For All.

Autozkin Co., Ltd celebrates four successful
years of business operations with our local and
overseas dealers, partners and corporate clients
who have worked with us and supported us over
the past years. We are excited about taking a
fresh journey of business venture and expansion
into the global arena with you in the coming years.
The best is yet to come and great things await us.
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SV Auto Tire Co., Ltd
Had Yai, Songkla Province
Thailand

Cavallino Motors Co., Ltd
Bangkok
Thailand

Absolute Performance Pte. Ltd
202 Jurong West Street 91
Singapore

Thamphuttaraksa Co., Ltd
Muang Chonburi
Thailand

TG Fone
Bangkok
Thailand

Nanocool (M) Sdn Bhd
Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Malaysia

Ducatisti Co., Ltd
Bangkok
Thailand

Advanced Info Service PLC (AIS)
Bangkok
Thailand

Autobots Courtyard
Chaoyang District
Beijing, China

Niche Cars Co., Ltd
Bangkok
Thailand

iStudio by Copperwired
Bangkok
Thailand

Meigongfang Trading
Huizhou
China
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Autozkin Co., Ltd
Corporate
Communications
294 Raminthra 14 Road
Tharang Bangkhaen
Bangkok 10230
T / +66 02 943 7111
F / +66 02 943 7197
E / info@autozkin.com
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Contact your nearest local Autozkin’s dealer or representative. Call us at 66 02 943 7111

autozkin.com

